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Without delaying another second, the reporters seized the opportunity to interview him. “Mr. Fowler, 
about what happened just now, is this your first time hearing about it? Can you tell us more about why 
you have chosen to collaborate with JNS Corporation?” 
 
With Pierre here, the reporters didn’t sound as rude, but were much more polite and reserved in 
comparison to earlier. 
 
“I like your question. Indeed, it was my decision to collaborate with JNS Corporation. Fowler Corporation 
and I strongly believe that they are a trustworthy partner. They have a positive corporate culture, and 
they are willing to strive to go far and beyond. I believe we share rather similar values here in the Fowler 
Corporation.” 
 
Putting on a lopsided grin, Pierre continued, “As for the doubts cast on Miss Yard earlier, I will address 
the issue right now. I’m certainly not the type who would make rash decisions. Before deciding on the 
partnership, I have already done a thorough background check on Miss Selena Yard. Not only is she 
enthusiastic, optimistic and diligent, but she is also a woman of great integrity—a role model for all. In 
regards to all of the baseless rumors, they are all nothing but slander. In Astoria, if there’s anyone who 
dares to defame the name of Miss Yard, I won’t hesitate to resort to a lawsuit, as I can’t tolerate anyone 
who would throw insults at my business partner.” 
 
Pierre’s tone of voice didn’t sound stern, but it was pretty obvious that he had given his warning. 
 
Now, everyone was sure that Pierre would never choose a business partner who was licentious. From 
the looks of it, it seemed like all of it was just Megan’s scheme! 
 
“No, that’s not true! It can’t be! All of you planned to gang up against me!” Megan cried, as she still 
couldn’t accept this reality. 
 
“Get this insane woman out.” 
 
Hence, the security guards came up to the stage and dragged Megan out. 
 
When Megan was getting dragged out, Pierre gazed into Selena’s eyes, but he noticed that she had a 
blank expression on her face. 
 
Fortunately, the press conference went on smoothly and at last, Selena could heave a sigh of relief. 
 
As soon as the press conference had ended, Selena had turned down all interviews, as she was feeling 
totally exhausted. After all, it would be better to avoid interviews for the time being in case she might 
say something wrong by mistake. 
 
“President Yard, it has been a while,” Timothy said as he walked toward Selena. 
 
Smiling, Selena figured that it really had been a long while since she last saw him. Timothy had done 
some really impressive works on Bliss & Bloom, but because he was so caught up with work, they rarely 
had time to catch up. 



 
 
Previously, Finneas unintentionally mentioned about Megan going to Springvale, which Selena found 
rather suspicious. However, Megan had some tough luck for meeting Timothy. As Timothy had owed it 
to Selena, he would never betray her, which was why the both of them had put on a show together. 
 
“Yes, it has been so long. Timmy, you really look so energetic now! I still remember how you used to be 
so downcast all the time!” 
 
Selena reached out her hands to rub Timothy’s head. When Timothy just started working in JNS 
Corporation, Selena treated him like her own brother, and she personally guided him, so it was natural 
that they shared a close relationship. 
 
“Haha! It was all thanks to your guidance, President Yard.” 
 
Just then, they heard a cough behind them. 
 
Almost at the same time, both of them turned toward the direction of the sound and saw Pierre 
standing there with a grim look on his face. Coincidentally, there was an office room there, so he acted 
like nothing happened and walked into the room. 
 
Of course, Selena understood what Pierre meant, so she immediately said, “Timmy, I have some matters 
to discuss with President Fowler. You head back to the hotel first and I’ll contact you later.” 
 
“President Yard, actually, I need to go now. I still have a lot of pending work for Bliss & Bloom. Anyway, 
there’s always next time. We’ll catch up soon.” 
 
Feeling a little disappointed, Selena thought they could finally catch up this time. After all, it was unlikely 
for them to meet up again anytime soon. 
 
“Alright then.” 
 
“By the way, I heard that President Fowler is known as Satan, but after what happened this time, he 
didn’t cancel the collaboration, and he even spoke on your behalf. I guess he isn’t as scary as what 
others have described, eh?” 


